
Scalable and Unconditionally Secure Multiparty 

Computation 
 

In this paper, the authors present multiparty computation protocols under two 

adversarial settings of passive and active adversaries, while focusing on the 

communication complexity of the protocols as the primary optimization criteria. 

The multiparty computation occurs in a setting consisting of n parties, which 

require to evaluate a function f over a field, each element of which is 

represented using k bits. Typically, the function is computed over the secret 

input values held by some of the parties locally. Given a function f, it can be 

represented as a circuit of size C having multiplicative depth D. 

 

Up until then, the protocols existing in literature, had the component of 

communication complexity dependent on the size C of the circuit, to be 

quadratic in the number of parties in the protocol, that is, O(Cn2). Achieving a 

communication complexity component dependent on C to be of order linear in 

the number of parties n was still an open question, even in the weaker 

adversarial setting of passive adversaries.  

 

This paper presents a multiparty computation protocol for secure circuit 

evaluation over a field in the passive adversarial model which is unconditionally 

secure in the honest majority setting, i.e. t < n/2, where t is the corruption 

threshold of the scheme. The novelty of this protocol lies in the fact that it is the 

first protocol to achieve a communication complexity of O(Cnk) for the 

component of communication complexity dependent on the circuit size. 

Moreover, this protocol has a communication complexity which is independent 

of the multiplicative depth of the circuit. In addition, the authors also present a 

secure circuit evaluation protocol in the active adversarial setting, with 

corruption threshold of t < n/4 and subsequently improve upon it to obtain a 

corruption threshold of t < n/3. Both these protocols offer statistical security 

guarantee and achieve a communication complexity of O(Cnk+Dn2k). Although 

the communication complexity has a quadratic factor in the number of parties 

with the multiplicative depth, these protocols outperformed the then existing 

passive as well as active adversarial model protocols since D <= C (the existing 

protocols had the factor O(Cnl), where l >= 2). 

 

The protocols described in the paper, make use of the Vander Monde matrices 

for randomness extraction as well as for error correction together with 



Berlekamp-Welch code. In addition to this, the protocols described also use the 

following primitives. 

1) Random Double Sharing 

It allows the parties to generate a uniformly random t-sharing of a random 

value v represented as [v], as well as the 2t-sharings of the random value 

v represented as <v>, using a Vander Monde matrix. Since, there are at 

least l = n – t honest parties, the Vander Monde matrix allows for the 

generation of t and 2t sharing of l such values simultaneously. 

2) Multiplication Triples 

It allows the parties to generate t-shared multiplication triples which have 

the form ([a],[b],[c]) where c=a.b, using the t-shares [a], [b] and [r] and 

the 2t-shares <r>.  

 

Secure Circuit Evaluation Protocol for t < n/2 in the 

Passive Adversarial Setting 

 
The protocol described in the paper, employs the aforementioned primitives as 

sub-protocols and proceeds in two phases, which correspond to the offline-

online paradigm of computation, wherein the offline phase generates the raw 

data which is independent of the input and the online phase performs the input 

dependent computation using the data generated in the offline phase. 

1) Pre-processing Phase 

In this phase, with each input wire of an input gate, a t-sharing of a 

random value is associated, and all the corresponding shares are provided 

to the party Pj, whose input will be given on the input wire. Similarly, a t-

sharing of a random input is generated. In addition, a multiplication triple 

is generated for every multiplication gate in the circuit. This completes 

the pre-processing phase of the protocol. Notice that the communication 

complexity of the pre-processing phase is O(n2k) because of the random 

double sharing and multiplication triples generation primitives. 

2) Evaluation Phase 

This corresponds to the online phase which is input dependent. For each 

gate, t-sharing of its inputs is generated. When all the inputs of a gate are 

available in the t-shared form, a gate is ready for evaluation. The random 

gates have the t-sharing of their inputs in the pre-processing phase itself. 

The t-sharing of the input gates can be computed with a single round of 

communication by the party whose value is given as input to the gate 

input wire. Similarly, the t-sharing of the multiplication gates can be done 

using the multiplication triples using the Beaver’s randomization 



technique for multiplication. For an output gate, to reconstruct the output 

value, each party shares its t-share of the output value to a designated 

party referred to as Pking. Pking receives the share values from every party, 

reconstructs the output value and communicates it back to all the parties. 

This “king-paradigm” is applicable in a passive adversarial setting 

trivially and helps in reducing the communication rounds required for 

reconstruction. 

 

Secure Circuit Evaluation Protocol for t < n/4 in the Active 

Adversarial Setting 

 
The second protocol described in the paper focuses on the setting involving 

active adversaries, which allows the corrupt parties to arbitrarily deviate from 

the protocol specifications. The protocol follows the same online-offline 

paradigm by proceeding through the two phases of pre-processing and 

evaluation. However,the following reasons make the protocol described for 

passive adversarial setting, unsuitable for the active adversarial setting: 

1) A party required to perform a t-sharing of an input, may distribute shares 

which are not t-consistent. 

2) The designated Pking may not send the correct reconstructed value to all 

the parties. 

To tackle the first problem of inconsistent sharing, the authors employ a secret 

sharing mechanism with dispute control wherein, if at any point in the protocol 

there is a dispute between two parties Pi and Pj, then (Pi, Pj) is recorded in a 

dispute set known globally and for the remainder of the protocol, the two parties 

Pi and Pj do not interact. That is, for every sharing that Pi does, it sets the share 

value of Pj to be 0, and vice versa. If a party Pi has a dispute with > t parties, 

then it is identified as a corrupt party. To ensure the correctness of the circuit 

evaluation protocol, a secret sharing protocol is defined which ensures that if 

any party distributes shares which are not t-consistent, then a dispute will be 

generated except with negligible probability. If the sharing protocol fails to 

generate consistent t-shares, then it indicates that at least one party is in the 

dispute set for that run of the protocol. In such a case, the sharing protocol is re-

employed with the updated dispute set. Since there are t corrupt parties, it is 

clear that the sharing protocol may fail up to t times in the worst case. 

 

The second issue of correct reconstruction of the output value is tackled by 

using the Berlekamp-Welch code for error correction by expanding the t-sharing 



of l values to t-sharing n values, which can be then reconstructed by each party, 

while correcting the t incorrect values corresponding to the t corrupt parties. 

 

Secure Circuit Evaluation Protocol for t < n/3 in the Active 

Adversarial Setting 
The authors further improve the bound on the corruption threshold and achieve 

a protocol for t < n/3 with the same communication complexity as that of the 

protocol for t < n/3. Towards this, it is observed that, for evaluating the circuit, 

only the t-sharing of values are required to be reconstructed. Since the t < n/3 

setting has 2t+1 number of honest parties, the reconstruction of the output is 

achievable with the Berlekamp-Welch code for error correction as in the setting 

with t < n/4. The problem however lies in the pre-processing phase which 

requires reconstruction of 2t-shared values in order to generate the 

multiplication triples. Since, there are only 2t+1 honest users, the Berlekamp-

Welch code cannot be used to correct t errors in the reconstruction of the 2t-

shared values. Towards this, the authors employ a dispute control mechanism in 

order to ensure the that the 2t-shared values are reconstructed correctly while 

maintaining the overall communication cost of O(Cnk+Dn2k). 
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